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RYOICHI TAKAGI AND MASARU TAKEUCHI*)
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Introduction. Let PN(c) denote the TV-dimensional complex projective
space PN(C) endowed with the Fubini- Study metric of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature c>0. For an irreducible symmetric Kahlerian manifold M
of compact type, Nakagawa-Takagi [5] constructed a series of full equivariant
Kahlerian imbeddings

parametrized by positive integers p, and observed that the degree d(fp) of fp

(See § 1 for the definition) is given by

d(fp) = rp , where r = rank M ,

in the case where p=l or M is a complex quadric or a complex Grassmann
manifold.

In this note we shall prove the above equality for general symmetric
Kahlerian submanifolds of PN(c) : Let

be the pt-th full Kahlerian imbedding of an irreducible symmetric Kahlerian
manifold Mf of rank rt (!</<$). Take the tensor product (See §2 for the
definition)

of the/ (1 <*<ί). Then (Theorem 2) the degree d(f) is given by

It should be noted that any full Kahlerian immersion / into PN(c) of a
symmetric Kahlerian manifold of compact type is obtained in this way.

*5 The second author was supported by Sonderforschungsbereich "Theoretische Mathe-
matik" at Universitat Bonn.
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1. Degree of Kahlerian immersions

Let V be a real vector space of dimension 2w, equipped with an almost

complex structure J and an inner product g satisfying

g(Jχ> Jy) = g(χ> y) { or χ> y e v

Such a pair (/, g) will be called a hermitίan structure on K. Denoting complex

linear extensions of J and £ to the complexification Vc of V by the same / and
g respectively, we define subspaces V± of Vc and a hermitian inner product

< , > on Vc by

V±= {*ef;7*

<#, 3;) = £(#, j?) for x, y(Ξ Vc ,

where x^% denotes the complex conjugation of Vc with respect to V. Then

we have V-=VS and

γc __ J7+0 J7" (orthogonal direct sum with respect to < , ) > ) .

A basis M=(WI, •••, MΛ) of F+ satisfying <X, w/>= δί;- (!<*", j <w) is called a
unitary frame of F.

Let £" be a smooth real vector bundle over a smooth manifold M*> with a

smooth assignment (J, g): p^(Jpy gp) of hermitian structures on fibres Ep.

(/, g) is called a hermitian structure on £. Then, getting together the construc-
tions on fibres Epy we have a hermitian inner product < , )> on the complexifiction
Ec of £", and subbundles

5± - U E*
P<=M

of Ec satisfying

Ec = E+^E~ (orthogonal Whitney sum),

and the complex conjugation E"-*Eτ'. The map on the space of smooth sec-

tions induced from the complex conjugation will be also denoted by

Let (M,g) be a Kahlerian manifold of dimcM=n. Then the almost

complex structure tensor/ and the Kahlerian metric £ give a hermitian structure
on the tangent bundle T(M) of M. Thus we get a hermitian inner product

< , > on the complexification T(M)C of T(M) and subbundles T(M)± of T(M}C

such that

*) In this note, a manifold will be always assumed to be connected.
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T(M)C = T(M}+®T(Mγ (orthogonal Whitney sum).

Denote by UP(M) the totality of unitary frames of Tp(M). Then the union

U(M9g)= U UP(M)
P&X

has a structure of smooth principal bundle over M with the structure group
U(n). The Levi-Civita's connection form ω and the canonical form θ of (M, g)
will be considered as a u(»)-valued 1 -form and Cn- valued 1-form on U(M, g)
respectively, ω# (l<-4, Btζri) and ΘA (l<-4<«) denote the components of ω
and θ respectively.

Now let (M, g) and (M'y gf) be Kahlerian manifolds of complex dimensions

n and N respectively and

be a Kahlerian immersion, i.e., a holomorphic isometric immersion of (M, g)
into (M' , g'). The almost complex structure tensors of M and Mr will be

denoted by J and y respectively. The Levi-Civita connections of T(M) and
T(M') are denoted by V and V' respectively. The induced bundle /*Γ(M')
over M has a hermitian structure (/',#') induced from the one on T(M'). Also
it has a connection induced from the Levi-Civita connection on T(M')y which
will be also denoted by V'. If we denote the orthogonal complement of

f*Tp(M) in Γ/(,)(M') with respect to g^ by NP(M)> th^ union

N(M) = U NP(M)

is a subbundle of /*T(M'), having a hermitian structure (J',g') induced from
the one on f*T(M'). The hermitian inner products on Γ(M)C, ^(M7)^
f*T(M')c and 7V(M)C will be denoted by the same < , >. We have the following

orthogonal Whitney sum decompositions:

f*T(M'γ =

where the complex linear extension of the differential f* is denoted by the

same /*. The injections /*: Γ(M)->/*T(M/), /*: T(M}c-^f*T(M'}c and
/*: T(M)~ ~+f*T(M')± preserve the respective inner products. So we shall
often identify T(M) etc. with a subbundle of f*T(M'} etc. through the injec-
tions /* . The orthogonal projection /* T(M'} -*N(M) will be denoted by x (— > Λ:-1-

and the induced projection Cββ(/*71(M/))->C°°(ΛΓ(M)) will be also denoted by
ξ \— >^x. Then the normal connection D on N(M) staisfies

Dxξ - (Vif )-»• for j? e C"(Γ(M)), ?e C-(]V(M)) .
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Now we shall define the higher fundamental form Hm of/ as a smooth section
of the complex vector bundle Hom(®mT(M)+, N(M)+). In the sequel, for a
real linear object, its complex linear extension will be denoted by the same
notation. For vector spaces V and Wy the space Hom(<g)wF, W) of linear maps
from the m-fold tensor product ®mV of V into W will be identified with the
space of m-multilinear maps on V into W. Let A2eC°° (Hom((g)2T(M), Λ7(M)))
be the second fundamental form of/, i.e.,

A2(*, y) = (Vί IT for *, ye T,(M) ,

where Y is a local smooth vector field on M around p such that Yp~y. It is
known (cf. Kobayashi-Nomizu [3]) that

A2(*, y) = h\y, X), h\]x, y) = /'#(*, y) for *, y €Ξ Γ/M) ,

and hence

(1.1) h\Tp(Mγ, TP(MY) = {0}, h\Tp(Mγ-y Tp(M)-)c:Np(M)± .

We define hm<=C°° (Hom((^)mT(M), N(M))) (m^3) inductively as follows:

(1.2) A«+i(*lf -., ̂ , Λ|β+l) = DXm+1h^(Xl9 .-, XJ

-> V X . , -, * for

where the Xt are smooth local vector fields on M around p such that (Xj
Note that (1.1) and (1.2) imply

for x19 x2&Tp(M)+ and x3J •••, xm

Now #weC~(Hom(®wT(Λf)+, N(M)+)) (m>2) is defined by

We write

and

by A and ̂  respectively. Note that then we have

.̂ Hv^-v ,̂
,, ..-, Xm, Xm+1) = DXm^H(Xίt -,

-t,H(X,, .... V

for Jί

(1.3) {
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Making use of the higher fundamental form H we shall define the degree
d(f) of the Kahlerian immersion /. Let p€ΞM. For a positive integer m, we
define a subspace cΛ?(M) of Tfιp)(M')+ to be the subspace spanned by Tp(M)+

and H( J] ®kTp(M)+). Then we get a series

jr(̂

of increasing subspaces of Tf(p)(M')+. We define On

p

l(M) to be the orthogonal
complement of M*p-l(M) in 3Vξ(M) with respect to < , >, where Jίp(M) is
understood to be {0}. Thus we have an orthogonal direct sum:

For each positive integer m, we define the set Slm of m-regular points of M
inductively as follows. Define 3iι—M. For τw>2, assume Άm-ι is already
defined. Then we define

= max

We have inclusions: ^ZD^iD D^iDίR^+jD . Note that each 3ίm is an
open non-empty subset of M and that

U
P^Sίm

is a smooth complex vector bundle over Sίm which is a subbundle of

Lemma 1.
1) For each #e Tp(M)} and each local smooth section Y of Mm(M) around p

we have

2) O?+ l(M)= {0} if and only if for each χ(Ξ Tp(Mγ and each local smooth
section Y of Mm(M) around p we hvae

Proof. Induction on m. Let x^Tp(Mγ and Y a local smooth section of
JΪ1(M)= T(M)+ around p. Then by (1.3)

V'xY=H(Yp9x) mod^(M),

which implies the Lemma for m=l. Let m^2 and x^Tp(M)[ . Each local
smooth section F of Mm(M) around p is written as

Y=Z+ΣH(X1, ,Xm)

by a local smooth section Z of ^^'^M)!^^ and local smooth sections Xt of
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T(M)+around p. From the assumption of the induction, we have VίZe Mnp(M).

Further (1.3) implies

VίfftX,, -., Xm)=DJI(Xι> -> X^HdXJp, -, (XJ,, *) mod

and hence

Vί FΞ=Σ #*,. -> * . * mod

This implies the Lemma for /w. q.e.d.

It follows from Lemma 1, 2) that there exists uniquely a positive integer d
such that

Γ &P(M) Φ {0} for some p<=Ξ&dί

{ Od

p

+1(M)=:{0} for each p<=Sίd.

Such integer rf is called the degree of the Kahlerian immersion / and denoted by
d=d(f). We have

This open subset jRrf of M will be denoted by 31 and called the set of regular
points of M.

Lemma 2 (Nakagawa-Takagi [5]). // (M', /)=P^),
1) Jϊw w symmetric multilinear for each m>2;

2) For e#£/z u=(uly •••, wn)e t/(M, <§
r),

(a) %,., .̂, »Λ)=0,

(b) A(tt | ι>

- S
ίσα), -, wtV(r)) (m>3) ,

or rt/wί through the permutations of {1, 2, •••, m}.

Lemma 3 (Nakagawa [4]). Let M be a smooth manifold, pQ^M and

a smooth immersion. Let π: U(PN(c))-*PN(C) be the bundle of unitary frames of
PN(c\ ΘA (l^A^N) and ωA

B (K-4, BtζN) be canonical forms and Levi-Civita' s
connection forms of PN(c) respectively. Then, f(M) is contained in an Nf -dimen-

sional linear subvariety of PN(C) if and only if we can find uQ^U(PN(c)) with
π(uQ)—f(po) such that for each smooth curve {pt} of M through p0 there exists a

smooth curve {ut} of U(PN(c)) through UQ with π(ut)=f(pt) satisfying
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<?-*(«,) = 0 (N'+f <?-*(«,) =

lo>3(£,) =

Now we prove the following theorem, giving a geometric interpretation of
the degree d(f).

Theorem 1. Let (Mf, g')=PN(c) and

f:(M,g)-»PN(c)

be a Ktihlerίan immersion. Then the dimension N'(f) of the smallest linear sub-
variety of PN(C) containing f(M) is given by

Proof. First we show that for each #e Tp(M), p^3lm (m^ 1) and for each
local smooth section Y of Mm(M) around py we have

(1.4) VίFEΞ^XM).

By virtue of Lemma 1, 1), it suffices to show (1.4) for x^Tp(M)~. It follows
from (1.1) and (1.2) that for each local smooth sections X, X{ of T(M)+ around
p we have

( 1 5 }
^ ' ; , Xm) = h(Xl9 ..-, Xm9 X)

+Σ H(X» .», V?JΓf, ..-, Xm)
ι = l

Here we know that h(Xly •••, Xm, X) is a local smooth section of Mm(M) in view
of Lemma 2,2), and hence we can prove (1.4) for x^.Tp(M)~ in the same way as
Lemma 1.

Take a connected component MQ of the set 31 of regular points and take
PO^MQ. (1.4) implies

(1.6)

for each #<Ξ Tp(M)yp^MQί and for each local smooth section Y of Md(f\M) \ M0

around p. Using the notation in Lemma 3, we choose a unitary frame UQ=
WO), -,uN(Q))*ΞU(PN(c)) with π(uQ)=f(p0) such that {̂ (0), , M<>)} spans
Md

p^(M), where Λ^/-rankc^(/>(M). For each smooth curve {/>,} of M0

through _p0, we can choose a smooth curve {w/=(w1(ί), •• ,wΛr(ί))} of U(PN(c))
through u0 with π(ut)=f(pt) such that {^(f), " ,«^(0} spans Md

p<f>(M). This is
possible since M*«\M) | M0 is a subbundle of /*T(ΛΓ)+ 1 M0. Then (1.6) implies

= 0
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Thus, by Lemma 3, /(M0) is contained in an TV-dimensional linear subvariety
P of PN(C). From the analyticity of the immersion/, we conclude /(M)cP,

and hence ΛΓ'(/)< #'•
Assume that/(M) is contained in a linear subvariety Pf of PN(C). Since Pf

is a totally geodesic complex submanifold of PN(c), we have

Md

p«\M)c:Tf(p)(P'Y for

This implies N'<N'(f) and hence N'=N'(f). q.e.d.

2. Symmetric Kahlerian submanifolds of PN(c)

A holomorphic immersion/ of a complex manifold M into PN(C) is said to
be/w//if/(M) is not contained in any proper linear subvariety of PN(C). In
this section we recall the construction of full Kahlerian imbeddings into PN(c)
of a symmetric Kahlerian manifold of compact type. (cf. Borel [1], Takeuchi [6],
Nakagawa-Takagi [5])

Let Π^ {#ι> * * • > α/} be an irreducible Dynkin diagram and Σ the root
system with the fundamental root system Π Take a lexicographic order > on
2 such that the set of simple roots in ]>] with respect to > coincides with Π
Assume that the highest (with respect to > ) root rγl of 2 has the following
expression:

Put Πo^fe ••'»#/} and fix a positive integer^). To the triple (Π, Πo"> ί) we

can associate a full Kahlerian imbedding of an irreducible symmetric Kahlerian
manifold into PN(c) as follows.

Take a compact simple Lie algebra g with the Dynkin diagram Π - Let t
be a maximal abelian subalgebra of g and denote by gc and tc the complexifica-
tions of g and t respectively. We identify a weight of gc relative to the Cartan
subalgebra tc with an element of \J — It by means of the duality defined by the
Killing form ( , ) of gc. Thus the root system 2 of Qc relattive to tc is a subset
of x/"— ΐ* Let {Λj, •• ,Λ /}, {619 • • - ,€/} C\/"=Tt be the fundamental weights
of gc and the dual basis for Π respectively:

Put ΣT-{αeΣ; α>0}' Σo=ΣΠ {Π0}z and Σm=Σ+~Σo, where {Π0}z
denotes the subgroup of >/_ it generated by Πo Define subalgebras ϊc, m4^
and u of gc by
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where g£ denotes the root space of gc for #^Σ Let 1=1^08, which is a real
form of ϊc, and m be the orthogonal complement of I in g with respect to ( , ).
Then the automorphism θ= exp ad\/^T£ι °f 8 *s involutive and gives the de-
composition Q=l-\-m with

1= {X^Q-yΘX=X} , m= {X<ΞQ;ΘX=-X} .

G and Gc denote the adjoint groups of 8 and gc respectively, G and (5^ the
universal covering groups of G and Gc repectively. We may identify as GdGc

and GdGc. Let K and U denote the (closed) connected subgroups of Gc

generated by ϊ and U respectively. We define a complex manifold M by

M=GC/U.

Then the natural map GIK-*GC/U induces the identification M=G/K as
smooth manifolds. The tangent space T0(M) of M at the origin o= U is identi-
fied with m and T0(M)+ with m+ in the natural way.

Let

p:G-»SU(N+l)

be an irreducible unitary representation of G with the highest weight ^>Λj. By
virtue of the irreducibility it induces a homomorphism

p: G - PU(N+l) = SU(N+l)/{6lN+l; €™ = 1}

such that the diagram

G > PU(N+l)
P

is commutative, where the π are respective covering homomorphisms. They
are extended holomorphically to Gc and Gc in such a way that the diagram

-̂ > SL(N+1,C)

—> PL(N+1, C) = SL(N+l, C)/{£W, 6"+1 = 1}
P

is commutative, where we have used the same letters for extensions. Let
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PN(C)=CN+l-~ {0}/C* be the complex projective space associated to the repre-
sentation space CN+l of p. For v^CN+l— {0}, the equivalence class of v will
be denoted by [v]. Taking a highest weight vector v^CN+l— {0}, we can
define a full holomorphic imbedding/: M-*PN(C) by

f(xό) = p(x) [VQ] for x GΞ G c .

We take the SU(N-\-\) -invariant Fubini-Study metric on PN(C) of constant
holomorphic sectional curvature c and introduce a Kahlerian metric g on M in
such a way that

becomes a Kahlerian imbedding. Then (M, £) is an irreducible symmetic
Kahlerian manifold of compact type. If we denote the group of Kahlerian
automorphisms of (M,g) and the one of holomorphisms of M by Aut(M,^)
and Aut(M) respectively, the identity-components Aut°(M, g) and Aut°(M) are
identified with G and Gc respectively. Further / is Cc-equivariant by the
homomorphism p:

f(xp) = p(x)f(p) fo

where p(G)cPU(N+l)=Aut(PN(c)).
Put

+2 -

Then (Nakagawa-Takagi [5]) the scalar curvature k of (M, #) is given by

which gives a geometric characterization of the positive integer p. It is also
characterized (Nakagawa- Takagi [5]) by

(2.2) f

where £0 is a G-invariant Kahlerian metric on M defined from the inner product
— ( , ) on g. The imbedding/ will be called the p-th full Kahlerian imbedding

ofM.
Now we shall construct a full Kahlerian imbedding of a general (not

necessarily irreducible) symmetric Kahlerian manifold into PN(c). For complex
projective spaces PNl(C) and PNz(C) associated to C^1+1 and C^2+1 respectively,
we define a holomorphic imbedding ι of PNι(C)xPN2(C) into the complex pro-
jective space PNιN2+Nι+N2(C) associated to the tensor product CN^1®CN2+1 by
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where [*] denotes the point of the projective space with homogeneous coordi-
nates *. Then it defines a full Kahlerian imbedding

t: PNι(c)xPN2(c) -*

Let

be two Kahlerian immersions. Then the composite

is also a Kahlerian immersion, which will be called the tensor product of /i and/2.
One can easily check the associativity

of the tensor product, and so the multi-fold tensor product /ι[X] ••[><]/, is well-

defined.
Now let

be full Kahlerian imbeddings of irreducible symmetric Kahlerian manifolds of
compact type constructed as before. Then the tensor product

s

where N=T[(Nt-\-\)—l, is a full Kahlerian imbedding of the symmetric
t^ l

Kahlerian manifold (M, g)=(Ml x x Ms, ft X — Xft). Note that

where Gc=Aut°(M), G=Aut°(Af,£>, Gp=Aut°(Mί), G^Aut^M,,^.), and that
/ is Gc-equivariant by the homomorphism p = pι^ ~^ps induced from the
external tensor product βι[X] [X]/35 of respective representations /δf . The tangent
space T0(M) of M at the origin o=ol X ••• X os of M, where oz is the origin of Mi9

is identified with the direct sum

m = mjφ

of respective complements tn,, and hence T0(M)+ with

(2.3) m+=:mi-e.-emr.

Further the stabilizer K of the origin o in G is the direct product
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(2.4) K^KϊX

of respective stabilizers K{.
It is known (Nakagawa-Takagi [5]. See also Takeuchi [8]) that any full

Kahlerian immersion into PN(c) of a symmetric Kahlerian manifold of compact
type is obtained in this way:

3. Degree of symmetric Kahlerian submanifolds of PN(c)

Let

be the p-th full Kahlerian imbedding of an irreducible symmetric Kahlerian
manifold (M, g) constructed in § 2. We recall first the construction of the
Hermann map for M (cf. Takeuchi [7]). Choose root vector £"Λeg£ for α^Σ
in such a way that

[£Λ, E^] = -α , {EΛ, E.Λ) - - 1 .

Then the complex conjugation X\-+X of gc with respect to g satisfies E^^E^a,

for each α^Σ We put

Then we have

\XΛ, X-a] = — HΛ , (Xrt, X-a) =' — - ----- -,
(α, a)

Let {γj, •••, γr} c]2m De a maximal system of strongly orthogonal roots con-
taining the highest root rγ1 such that r=rank'M and (γ;, 7^)=^!, αj for each j
(cf. Helgason [2]). An injective homomorphism φ^: §1(2, C)— >gc is defined by

Since φ;(-
fZ)-:φ^(T) for ^e§ΐ(2, C), we have φ/§u(2))cg. If we define a

map φ from the r-fold direct sum 31(2, C)r of 31(2, C) into gc by

φ(Xlf -, X,) = Σ φχ^y) for *,e=Sl(2, C) ,
; = 1

then it is also an injective homomorphism such that φ(§u(2)^)Cg. The ex-
tension of φ to the r-fold direct product SL(2, C)r of SL(2, C) is also denoted by
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It satisfies φ(SU(2)r)c:G. Putting

c d

we identify the r-fold direct product P1(C)r of P^C) with 5L(2, Or/SL(l9 1 C)r.
Then the map

xSL(l, l\CY*-» φ(x)o for x(=SL(2, C)r

defines a holomorphic imbedding

which is SL(2, C)r-equivariant:

φ(xp) = φ(x)φ(p) for x<=SL(2y C)' ,

The imbedding φ is called the Hermann map. The Kahlerian metric h on
P1(C)y induced from (M,g) is the direct product hλx ••• X Ay of Kahlerian metrics

Ay on P^C) of constant holomorphic sectional curvatures, since SU(2)r acts
transitively on Pj(C)r as Kahlerian automorphisms of (Pι(C)r, A). The tangent

space 71

0(φ(P1(C')r)) will be identified with a subspace p of m, and hence
To(Φ(Pι(C)r)Γ with a subspace $+ of m4-.

Lemma 4. Lef

Hermann map as above. Then:

2) φ w totally geodesic

3) £"α^A hj has the holomorphic sectional curvature —.
P

Proof. 1) If we put

u,. = EI.+E^., v^ = v

/--ϊ(£γy-£-v/)
$ is spanned over R by the [/? , Fγ (l<j <r). The subspace α of m spanned
over R by the UΊ. (!</<r) is a maximal abelian subalgebra in m, and hence
m—Ka. Since the projection tjr: mc->m+ relative to the decomposition mc—
m+φϊπ+ is Jί-equivariant, we have m+— K^+(a). But tίr+(α) is spanned over
R by the E_Ί. (l<y<r) and hence is contained in p+=ritr+(ρ), which is spanned

over C by the E_Ί. (1 < / <r). Thus 'we conclude m+=
2) From the relations
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[ί/v., F,,] = 2V~\7J; [V^ΪΎj, E7,J - F,,, [V=ϊy,, F,J = -ί/,y ,

we get [[£, p], t>]=ψ, and hence φ is totally geodesic (cf. Helgason [2]).

3) Identifying X++X~ = ( 9 1) with a tangent vector of P^C) at the

origin, we have by (2.2)

2j,(γ,, γ,) 2

It follows that hj is /> times the Fubini-Study metric of P^c), which implies the
assertion 3). q.e.d.

Now we shall prove the following

Theorem 2. Let

be the prth full Kάhlerian imbedding of an irreducible symmetric Kάhlerian manifold
(Mh gi) of compact type, with rank Mt— rr (1 </<ί), and

f:(M,g)-+PN(c)

be the tensor product of the / (1 </<s). Then the degree d(f) off is given by

For the proof of the Theorem we need the following Lemma.

Lemma 5 (Nakagawa-Takagi [5]). Let

be a Kάhlerian immersion of a locally symmetric Kάhlerian manifold (M, g). Then:
1) <H(®mTp(Mγ\ H(®m'Tp(M)+)y= {0} for m*nΐ, and hence O%(M) =

H(®mTp(M)+)for each m\
2) For each u=(uly .--, uH)€Ξ U(M, g),

, u^ - , ύia, , ώί6, . , ttf. J
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where R is the curvature tensor of (M, g).

Proof of Theorem 2. Let r=r1~\ ----- \~rs be the rank of M. We use the
notation in the end of §2. Taking the direct product of respective homomor-
phisms φt: SL(2, C)r'->Gf for Mf (!</<$) and the one of Hermann maps

φ, : P/ — Y'->(Λff.,#) (!<*<*), we get a homomrphism φ: SL(2, C)r->Gc

\pj

such that φ(SU(2)r)c:G and a totally geodesic Kahlerian imbedding

which is SL(2j C)r-equivarient :

φ(xp) = φ(x)φ(ρ) for x£ΞSL(2y C)r ,

The tangent space p= T0(φ(P)) of φ(P) at the origin is the direct sum

of respective tangent spaces p, of ΦiίAί — j ' ) at the origin, and hence

It follows from Lemma 4 and decompositions (2.3), (2.4) that

(3.1) m+ = K$+ .

Let us consider a Kahlerian imbedding

f'=foφ:P-»PN(c).

If we put

p' = Poφ: SL(2y C)r -> PL(N+1, C) ,

/' is *SL(2, C)r-equivariant by the homomorphism p' :

f(xp) = p'(x)f(p) for

Note that p'(SU(2)r)c:PU(N+l)=Aut(PN(c)) and 5f/(2)r acts transitively on P
as Kahlerian automorphisms of P. We shall identify as P C(M, £) through the
imbedding φ. Denote the higher fundamental forms of /and/7 by H and .if7

respectively. We shall prove the following two assertions:

(ii)

But in view of the Aut°(M, £)-equivariance of /and Lemma 5, 1), we know that
each point of M is regular and d(f) is determined by conditions
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#ί<»Φθ and Hi«>+i =

In the same way, d(f) is determined by conditions

and

Here HI and H'l are understood to be always not 0. Hence the assertion (i) is

equivalent to the assertion

(i)' #? = 0 ~ ff'Γ = 0 (ιιι>2).

Proof of (i)'. Note first that if we denote by X\-*kX the action
on N0(M) through the differential p(/e)#, we have

(3.2) H(kXly -,kXm) = kH(Xl9 -, -YJ for J*Γf<Ξm+,

because of the Aut°(M, £)-equivarience of/. Now

!, .-, J5ΓJ = 0 for each ̂

<* H(X, — , Z) = 0 for each -3T em+ by Lemma 2,1),

m

** ^Oĵ JO = 0 for each Y<Ξ$+ by (3.1), (3.2),

m
<* H'(Y, •••, Y) = 0 for each Ye})+ since φ is totally geodesic,

JH

<=> H'(Y19 -, FJ == 0 for each Ffe^ by Lemma 2,1)

« #7 = o .

Proof of (ii). For an index;, l<j <r, we define v(j), 1 <v(j)<ί, by

Kj) = ^ if ^H ----- h^v-i+K X^iH ----- h*V-ι+*v

Take a unitary frame u=(uly - ,ur) of P at the origin o such that #f is tangent

to the z'-th factor of P for each ί, and fix it once for all. Then the curvature

tensor R of P satisfies

(3.3)

For each /j, •••, ίm, 7 (w>2), the following equality holds:

(3.4) V(uiί9 ~,uim9 ujy Uj) = £

where α;. is an integer given by
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aj = \ < < W , k =

Indeed, Lemma 5,2) and (3.3) imply

+^Jl.ΛA,^^^

Put im+1—j. Recalling that H' is symmetric, we have

A'(«,V •••>",„. ui> Rj)

= -f Σδ.^'K' -A, ...)M,V «y)-|^'(«/ιt ...,«j

Now we are in a position to prove (ii). If d'— d(f}= 1, then/7 is totally
5

geodesic, and hence $=1, r1= 1, A— 1. Thus Σ^Ά^l So we may assume

<f>2. Then there exist indices t l f ••-,!> such that //'(i/2l, •• ,w l V )Φθ. It
follows from (1.5) and H"'+l = 0 that

A'ί^, , M|V, wy, !Zy) — 0 for each , 1 < j < r .

Thus (3.4) implies

#{/e; 1<Λ<^, i Λ = j } —Ac,) for each;, !<;<r,

and hence
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